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[(109)] (110) (a) "Storage area" means an area on licensed premises where the licensee
stores an alcoholic product.

586

(b) "Store" means to place or maintain in a location an alcoholic product from which a

587

person draws to prepare an alcoholic product to be furnished to a patron, except as provided in

588

Subsection 32B-6-205(12)(b)(ii), 32B-6-305(12)(b)(ii), 32B-6-805(15)(b)(ii), or

589

32B-6-905(12)(b)(ii).

590

[(110)] (111) "Sublicense" is as defined in Section 32B-8-102.

591

[(111)] (112) "Supplier" means a person who sells an alcoholic product to the

592

department.

593

[(112)] (113) "Tavern" means an on-premise beer retailer who is:

594

(a) issued a license by the commission in accordance with Chapter 5, Retail License

595
596
597
598
599

Act, and Chapter 6, Part 7, On-premise Beer Retailer License; and
(b) designated by the commission as a tavern in accordance with Chapter 6, Part 7,
On-premise Beer Retailer License.
[(113)] (114) "Temporary beer event permit" means a permit issued in accordance with
Chapter 9, Part 4, Temporary Beer Event Permit.

600

[(114)] (115) "Temporary domicile" means the principal place of abode within Utah of

601

a person who does not have a present intention to continue residency within Utah permanently

602

or indefinitely.

603

(116) "Trade show" means a private event that is:

604

(a) hosted by one or more industry representatives for the purpose of sampling and

605

analyzing retail licensee samples of liquor furnished by the industry representatives in

606

accordance with Subsection 32B-4-705(7);

607

(b) attended by the department and retail licensees; Öº [and] »Ö

608

(c) overseen by the department Öº [.] ;

608a

(d) held in a convention center, hotel, or similar facility approved by the department;

608b

(e) attended by at least 15 individuals; and

608c

(f) hosted by an industry representative described in Subsection (116)(a) no more frequently

608d

than four times during a calendar year. »Ö

609
610

[(115)] (117) "Translucent" means a substance that allows light to pass through, but
does not allow an object or person to be seen through the substance.

611

[(116)] (118) "Unsaleable liquor merchandise" means a container that:

612

(a) is unsaleable because the container is:

613

(i) unlabeled;

614

(ii) leaky;
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not exceed Öº [1.5 liters] one liter »Ö unless that exact product is only commercially packaged in
a larger size,
not to exceed 5 liters:

741

(A) wine;

742

(B) heavy beer; or

743

(C) a flavored malt beverage.

744

(e) (i) The sampling and analysis of a retail licensee sample by a retail licensee under

745

this Subsection (7) may only occur at:

746

(A) a state store Öº , notwithstanding Subsection 32B-2-503(7)(b) »Ö ;

747

(B) a package agency Öº , notwithstanding Subsection 32B-2-605(15)(b) »Ö ; or

748

(C) a trade show.

748a

Öº(ii) For a tasting and analysis held at a trade show, the department shall assess the one or more

748b

industry representatives hosting the trade show the actual cost of the department attending and

748c

overseeing the trade show and the industry representatives shall pay the cost assessed as a condition to

748d

conducting the tasting and analysis.»Ö

749
749a
750
751
751a

Öº [(ii)] (iii) »Ö An industry representative Öº described in Subsection (7)(e)(i) »Ö may
participate in the
tasting and analysis of a retail licensee sample.
Öº [(iii)] (iv) »Ö Only an owner, manager, or other individual who purchases an alcoholic
product

752

for a retail licensee may on behalf of the retail licensee taste and analyze one or more retail

753

licensee samples.

754
755
756
757
758
759
760
761
762
763
764
765

(f) (i) An alcoholic product may not be consumed during the time that an individual
tastes and analyzes liquor.
(ii) An individual described in Subsection (7)(e) may taste and analyze no more than
the following of a retail licensee sample:
(A) 1.5 ounces of a particular type, vintage, and production lot of a particular branded
product of wine, heavy beer, or flavored malt beverage; or
(B) .5 ounces of a particular type, vintage, and production lot of a particular branded
product of spirituous liquor.
(g) An industry representative may bring food to taste with a retail licensee sample
being tasted and analyzed under this Subsection (7).
(h) An industry representative may add another alcoholic product to the amount of a
retail licensee sample being tasted and analyzed under this Subsection (7) if:
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